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	"Despite spending more than $600 billion on information technology over the past decade, the Federal Government has achieved little of the productivity improvements that private industry has realized from IT" according to the 25 Point Implementation Plan to Reform Federal Information Technology Management published by the White House in late 2010. "Too often, Federal IT projects run over budget, behind schedule, or fail to deliver promised functionality." This book argues that the Federal Government needs a new approach. Introducing a novel five-step process called Performance-Driven Management (PDM), author Ira Sachs explains in detail how to reduce risk on large IT programs and projects. This book walks through the five steps of the PDM process: conducting a high-level strategic review of what an organization does, who it serves, what it wants to do, and how it is going to do it; implementing performance measures to gauge success for the organization; completing comprehensive business cases for projects and using them to mitigate risk and manage projects throughout the project life cycle; performing benefits realization on completed projects; and establishing these best practices to achieve successful results in the future. This is an essential tool for all IT and business managers in government, and contractors doing business with the government, and it has much useful and actionable information for anyone who is interested in increasing the impact and reducing the risk of large IT and organizational change projects.
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Advanced Computational Methods for Knowledge Engineering: Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Computer Science, Applied Mathematics and ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This proceedings book contains 37 papers selected from the submissions to the 6th International Conference on Computer Science, Applied Mathematics and Applications (ICCSAMA 2019), which was held on 19–20 December, 2019, in Hanoi, Vietnam. The book covers theoretical and algorithmic as well as practical issues connected with...
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Model Building in Mathematical ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	The 5th edition of Model Building in Mathematical Programming discusses the general principles of model building in mathematical programming and demonstrates how they can be applied by using several simplified but practical problems from widely different contexts. Suggested formulations and solutions are given together with...
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Enterprise Information Systems: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications (3 Volumes)IGI Global, 2010

	The data collected by organizations is growing in volume and complexity. As such, businesses are
	abandoning traditional methods and relying more heavily on enterprise information systems to aid in
	the analysis and utilization of time-sensitive data and organizational knowledge. Enterprise information
	systems have gained in popularity...
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Algorithms for Sparsity-Constrained Optimization (Springer Theses)Springer, 2013

	This thesis demonstrates techniques that provide faster and more accurate solutions to a variety of problems in machine learning and signal processing. The author proposes a "greedy" algorithm, deriving sparse solutions with guarantees of optimality. The use of this algorithm removes many of the inaccuracies that occurred with the use...
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Marine Propellers and Propulsion, Third EditionButterworth-Heinemann, 2012

	Propulsion technology is a complex, multidisciplinary topic with design, construction, operational and research implications. Bringing together a wealth of disparate information from the field, Marine Propellers and Propulsion provides comprehensive and cutting edge coverage to equip marine engineers, naval architects and anyone...
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Start Here! Build Windows 8 Apps with HTML5 and JavaScriptMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Ready to learn Windows 8 programming? Start Here!™

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Windows 8 programming—and begin creating apps for desktops, laptops, tablets, and other devices. If you have previous experience with HTML5 and JavaScript—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and...
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